
INTERNATIONL MOVIES AND LOCAL MOVIES

We scoured Netflix's international movie offerings for our favorite who were the focus of the first film, people today
treated as local celebrities.

Learn about the impact of climate change on the Himalayan region and why this area most is threatened by it.
Babies Babies is a documentary that follows four newborns from Japan, the United States, Namibia and
Mongolia from birth until their first year. In the movie, a young boy, Alex, stumbles upon a sword stuck in a
stone while running from bullies. India is a large and diverse country and its gastronomy varies from region to
regionâ€”study the cuisine of the areas mentioned in the film. Ask your children how they can inspire others.
Stalker Andrei Tarkovsky,  In the first place, the key accomplishment of the global filmmaker is they have the
edge on money-related spending plans for enhancements, terrific area, activities, and tricks. Daawt-e-Ishq The
girls fell in love with international cinema as toddlers. Solaris Andrei Tarkovsky,  Do you have a recipe that
has been passed down for generations? The music scene in Uganda is on fire! My children are lovers of
foreign films. Talk about this event with your children and ask them how they feel about it. Notice the ways
Wadjda asserts her unique style and personality in her clothing and shoe choices. Learn the origins and
significance of the Haka dance. Listen to Muslim women who feel empowered in their faith and not just
oppression narrativesâ€”have discussions about intersectional feminism. The Umbrellas of Cherbourg Jacques
Demy,  Ugetsu Kenji Mizoguchi,  London is rich with communities from all over the globeâ€”research them
and their neighborhoods. Chungking Express Wong Kar-wai,  Have gender reverse day in your home.
Metropolis Fritz Lang,  Spring in a Small Town Fei Mu,  Find ways to allow your children to express their
personality through their own unique style. How to learn from the film: Learn about the Six-Day War and its
significance. Determined to buy a beautiful, green bike that she sees in a local shop, Wadjda comes up with
ways to make money for her goal. How to learn from the film: Learn to play chess.


